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On Jan. 31, the Guatemalan Bishop's Conference (Conferencia Episcopal de Guatemala, CEG)
announced the resignation of Bishop Rodolfo Quezada Toruno as president of the civil sector
assembly (Asamblea de la Sociedad Civil, ASC), which was established in 1994 to give input to the
peace negotiations. Although CEG said the bishop was stepping down because his work as head
of the ASC was done, most analysts attributed the resignation to the increased politicization of the
peace process.
In January 1994, the Guatemalan government and the rebel Unidad Revolucionaria Nacional
Guatemalteca (URNG) agreed to an agenda for peace talks that, among other things, called for the
establishment of a civilian umbrella organization (ASC) that would allow civic groups to have direct
input into the peace negotiations (see NotiSur, 01/14/94). At that time both sides requested that the
CEG authorize Bishop Quezada to be named head of the organization. The bishop had mediated
peace negotiations under former president Jorge Serrano until the peace process broke down in
April 1993 (see NotiSur, 05/14/93).
When talks resumed in January 1994, UN representative Jean Arnault replaced Quezada as chief
mediator. In mid-April of 1994, the CEG authorized Bishop Quezada to preside over the ASC and
in May the Assembly began meeting to discuss the points on the negotiating agenda, parallel to
the direct government-rebel talks. Their non-binding conclusions were to be incorporated into
the government-rebel negotiations so that all final accords would reflect national consensus. The
assembly included labor, human rights, religious, political party, indigenous, and business interests.
The umbrella business group CACIF was the only major organization that refused to participate in
the ASC, allegedly because it did not want a minority position alongside human rights and other
grassroots groups. Last June, the ASC presented a consensus document to the peace negotiators on
the refugee issue, thus allowing the Assembly to emerge as an advocate for social, economic, and
political rights for these Guatemalans displaced by the war.
The ASC proposed, among other things, that the refugees be granted full civil rights and be allowed
to live free of military control in their communities; that land be returned to "legitimate owners"
who fled the violence; and that landless repatriates be given access to land. Many of the ASC points
were included in the accord on refugees reached by the government and the rebels on June 17,
although that accord will not take effect until a final peace agreement is signed and the war comes
to an end (see NotiSur, 06/24/94). A month later, on July 13, the ASC approved another consensus
document on the rights and identity of the indigenous peoples, which calls for a "pluricultural
and plurilingual" state. The document basically recommended a "profound decentralization" of
government to give more direct power to indigenous communities over their own affairs. That
document was presented in October at the opening of negotiations on the indigenous issue between
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the government and the URNG. However, at that point a simmering hostility between the ASC and
Guatemala's defense minister suddenly exploded into a head-on dispute, which has yet to die down.
The conflict was provoked by the ASC's energetic effort to push for inclusion of accords in the final
peace agreement that would radically reduce the country's defense budget while establishing a
mandate for the post of defense minister to be filled by a civilian. "Anyone against the military is
in favor of the URNG," responded the Defense Minister, Gen. Mario Rene Enriquez, who from
that point forward repeatedly accused the ASC of direct links to the guerrillas. In fact, civilian
officials as well have generally supported the army, with members of the government's peace
commission frequently accusing the URNG of manipulating the ASC stance on many issues. In
January, for example, the URNG said it was ready to immediately sign an accord on the indigenous
issue if the ASC document on that matter were used as a basis for the accord, prompting an angry
response from the government peace commission. "Why should we go to Mexico to listen to outlaw
insurgents parroting the positions of social groups in Guatemala," said the head of the government's
peace commission, Hector Rosada. "Instead we should negotiate directly with the ASC."
Such accusations forced the ASC, and specifically Bishop Quezada, onto the defensive. "In ASC
documents we may coincide with the government on some points and the URNG on others, but
that doesn't mean that we favor the government or the URNG," said Quezada in late January.
Given the growing pressures, CEG's decision to remove Bishop Quezada from the ASC came as
little surprise. According to Archbishop Prospero Penados, Quezada resigned to distance himself
from the "political games" that have begun to overshadow the peace negotiations. In fact, like the
government, the URNG also bears responsibility for Quezada's resignation because the guerrilla's
energetic effort to push the government to accept the ASC position on the indigenous issue
reinforced the impression that the URNG directly influenced the content of the ASC document.
"The URNG committed a serious error by aligning itself so closely with the civilian sectors, in effect
destroying the ASC's neutrality," said one source close to the bishop's office. ASC participants fear
that Quezada's withdrawal from the organization will have an adverse effect on negotiations. "The
negotiations could be seriously damaged by Quezada's resignation," said Mario Polanco, leader of
the human rights group GAM. "He was the driving force behind the negotiations." So far, however,
both the URNG and the government insist that Quezada's absence will not affect the continuity of
the Assembly or the peace process. For their part, most of the ASC's member organizations have
expressed their commitment to continue participating in the Assembly Rather than replace Quezada
with another coordinator, however, a multi-member directorate will take over Quezada's former
responsibilities. (Sources: Inter Press Service, 02/01/95; Central America Report and Guatemala
News, 02/03/95; Cerigua, 02/07/95)
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